Intelligence at Mastech InfoTrellis:
Smart Ingestion SI
Unlock the value of all Data in the Enterprise seamlessly
across PDFs, Excel ﬁles, social media content, logs, web
content, raw text and structured data to drive new
analytic insights into business operations and
decision-making.

How it works: MIT SI Assessment
(2-4 weeks, USD$50K-$75K)
Business Problem Deﬁnition:
Understand the problem and desired
analytic output

A vast corpus of transactional and Enterprise Data exists as unstructured or
semi-structured documents containing valuable information that is opaque
to current analytics solutions that are built on structured data. Mastech
InfoTrellis Smart Ingestion (MIT SI) allows your business to ingest these
complex data in readily consumable forms to derive insights that inform
your data-driven business from PDFs, Excel ﬁles, social media content, logs,
web content, raw text ﬁles to suit your application needs.
•

Data Preparation:
Understand sources and identify
critical elements to be extracted
Apply MIT SI:
Process representative documents
and demonstrate the performance

•

•

MIT SI Assessment: Apply the MIT Smart Ingestion system to a limited
set of data to demonstrate the feasibility and deliver a detailed production
proposal
MIT SI Implementation: Conﬁgure and implement the MIT Smart Ingestion
system in production and deliver promised business outcomes
MIT SI Managed Service: Manage and continuously improve Smart
Ingestion system performance while adding on additional business
applications

Report and Recommendations:
Summary ﬁndings and propose next steps

Power the Data Driven Enterprise with Mastech InfoTrellis Intelligence Services.
Leaders in developing automation solutions for Data Ingestion | Award-winning data science practitioners with deep industry domain expertise | Teams
of PhDs and subject matter experts from Data, to Signals, to Explainable AI | 300+ AI/ML deployments in multiple industries.

MIT helps its clients transform into Data-Driven organizations. Let’s get in touch.
Mastech InfoTrellis is the wholly-owned subsidiary of Mastech Digital (NYSE: MHH), a leading provider of Digital Transformation
IT services. We oﬀer professional services across data management, data engineering, data science, customer experience, cloud,
and intelligence. Mastech InfoTrellis has a global presence with oﬃces spread across North America, India, the United Kingdom
and Ireland, and Singapore.

+1470-648-1648
57 Forsyth St. NW,
Suite 240,
Atlanta, GA – 30303
experience@mastechinfotrellis.com

